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Dear Chairman Nadler and Ranking Member Collins,
We write on behalf of our nearly 300 Citygate Network member organizations and the
hundreds of thousands of persons they serve in the United States. We are deeply
concerned about the harms of the Equality Act, which hinders quality health care,
endangers the privacy and safety of women and girls, regulates free speech, severely
undermines religious freedom, and threatens charitable nonprofits and the people they
serve. H.R. 5 does not accomplish what its supporters maintain, but causes new problems
and will hurt more people than its sponsors want to help.

As people of faith, we believe that all people should be treated with equal dignity and
respect. The intrinsic worth of all persons is rooted in their God-given image, which is far
deeper and more systemic than sexual identity.
Citygate Network members are organizations and people of faith that serve the
marginalized and put into practice upholding the dignity of every human person. Our
organization's purpose is to provide vision, education, training, resources, guidance,

representation, and a nexus for missions and kindred ministries that are striving to move
people in destitute conditions or desperate situations from human suffering to human
flourishing through the process ofgospel-powered life transformation.
H.R. 5 would threaten the effective means and approach these organizations have to
serving so many. There are faith-based and religious freedom reasons why organizations
act to maintain distinctions between biological sexes. These are rooted in faith and
Biblically-based practices, and common good understanding of the dignity upheld when
maintaining biological distinctions and the created order. H.R. 5 would remove the ability
for faith-based organizations to uphold this dignity-based treatment and religious
freedoms.
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Citygate Network members also engage in practices that are protective of individuals and
assist them in recovering from lives of addiction and abuse. Some of these practices would
be challenged or prohibited by H.R. 5. For example, H.R. 5 would require mission members
to allow biological males who identify as female or transgender into the same bedrooms,
toilets, and showers as women in the women's facilities. It would also provide that a
female who is identifying as a male, could be allowed to be assigned to the men's facilities
or area, and potentially be abused or attacked there. There are dangers on both sides as a
transgender individual who the organization is forced by law to assign to either area, and
could then face abuse by those in that area who consider them an "outsider."
H.R. 5 would undermine legitimate privacy and safety concerns that women and men have
about being forced to share sex-segregated facilities with persons either hostile to a
person's identification, acting out of mental illness, physically aggressive, or bad actors
sexually.

Numerous women are on the streets or in an unstable position mentally and emotionally
because of physical and sexual abuse from biological males. Some of these women have
children with them who have escaped abusive treatment by the men in their lives, fathers,
uncles, mother's boyfriends, neighbors, male relatives, and others.
Citygate Network and its members see the harm that will be caused by being forced to treat
transgender and self-identifying males as women, and vice-versa. Forcing this harmful
result on those who will be further harmed mentally and emotionally is not treating them
equally in the name of "equality." Claiming to move forward with H.R. 5 under the guise of
"equality" would be inherently unequal in its treatment of some.
H.R. 5 would also cause our organizations, as mission-driven employers, to have to
abandon their mission when it comes to hiring certain employees or having employee
conduct standards. Religious freedoms in employment practices have been an essential

part of civil rights legislation. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended,
established the protection ofreligious-based employment practices while furthering the
protections needed for civil rights in other prohibited discriminatory classes and areas.
H.R. 5 affords none of those historic religious employment practices that have been
necessary for civil rights legislation to bring a balance of protecting rights and change. Our
mission and faith-based members will be harmed by H.R. 5.
Americans highly value our First Amendment freedoms of speech, association, and the free
exercise of religion. H.R. 5 puts these cherished liberties at risk first and foremost by

explicitly carving out the Religious Freedom Restoration Act [RFRA), which would be the
first time RFRA has ever been curtailed since President Clinton signed this important
statute into law in 1993. H.R. 5 would also subject private employers and others to
expensive lawsuits if they fail to adhere to strict preferred pronoun policies, even if merely
expressing Biblical passages, quoted applications, and traditional religious recitations and
practices.

Citygate Network missions, shelters, addiction and recovery facilities, and life
transformational programs and facilities do herculean and life-affirming and change work
with the most marginalized members of our society.
Because of these concerns, and others, we oppose H.R. 5 and respectfully urge you to
oppose it as well.
Respectfully,
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John Ashmen
President

Citygate Network

